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1 Introduction
Teaching statistics to students in our area of economics and educational
science often brings about the problem that students have either forgotten
their statistical knowledge, or have taken different classes than the ones we
offer in basic statistics. We therefore need some kind of statistical dictionary
where we, as teachers, can refer to a common base and where students can
look up specific terms. The Wikipedia - a general online encyclopaedia -
compelled us to use a wiki for our dictionary. While the Wikipedia contains
a large number of statistical terms, these are often too long and detailed to
be visual displayed in lectures very well and some more specific terms are
not included.
Similar projects to ours are already available in German, namely:
1. ILMES - Internet lexicon of methods for empirical social science by
Ludwig-Mayerhofer (2004) and
2. Statistics A-Z of the german Federal Statistical office.
0This research was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through the
SFB 649 “Economic Risk”.
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These are both based on pure HTML coding and can only be modified by
their owners.
Once we had decided to use a wiki as our platform, we needed to find a way
of somehow integrating statistical graphics and tables. This led us to the
idea of embedding R into our wiki and thereby creating another way of using
R as defined by Leisch (2007).
Below we will:
• Describe which wiki we chose.
• Show some simple examples of what can be done with the extension.
• Briefly describe some wikis which use the extension.
• Provide a forecast of what the next steps might be.
2 Which wiki is the best?
Every suitable wiki needs to fulfill some basic requirements, these are:
1. The integration of graphics
2. The integration of complex tables
3. The integration of formulas, preferably written in LATEX
4. Support for Unicode and multiple languages including right-left lan-
guages for later projects
5. Export to PDF or XML to enable printouts.
6. The integration of graphics and tables generated from statistical soft-
ware (in this case R).
The first five conditions considerably limit the choice of the wiki (see Table 1).
None of the wikis naturally R and they all require an extension to be written.
We therefore decided to use Mediawiki, because:
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Wiki Math Multiple lang. and Complex PDF and
formula Unicode support tables XML export
DokuWiki plugin yes no none
JSPWiki plugin no yes PDF
Mediawiki yes yes yes yes
MoinMoin plugin yes yes yes
MoniWiki plugin no yes XML
Oddmuse plugin yes yes none
PhpWiki plugin no yes PDF
PmWiki plugin no yes yes
TiddlyWiki plugin yes yes none
TikiWiki plugin no yes PDF
TWiki plugin no yes yes
Table 1: Overview about some selected wikis and their properties from
www.wikimatrix.org. Note that the quality of the mathematical formulas
or the PDF export might be sub-standard!
• The Wikipedia is based on Mediawiki; this should therefore guarantee
future development.
• It allows us to transfer high quality student work to the Wikipedia or
to the Wikibooks.
• It has all the desirable features.
The DokuWiki, the wiki behind the R Wiki, could have been chosen, but it
still lacks some features. From an administrative point of view, DokuWiki’s
approach of storing the wiki data in one file is very appealing; in contrast,
Mediawiki’s approach of using a MySQL databases and the file system itself
creates severe problems when moving a wiki to another location. Moreover,
the R Wiki developers plan to integrate the R code by forwarding and execut-
ing it on a separate machine; this seems much too complex for our purposes.
Our main aim is to produce online documents with embedded tables and
graphics; like Sweave (Leisch 2002) for LATEX. Documents where the user
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Figure 1: Raw output of the R program 1:20 in the WebPresentation wiki.
can also interactively program with R are beyond our scope, because only a
few of our students use R.
In order to generate the desired graphics and tables from R we wrote a PHP
extension for Mediawiki, which adds several tags and attributes to embed R
programs in the wiki pages. The R programs are an integral part of the wiki
page and are as accessible as the wiki page itself. Experience has taught us
to usually just limit access to the wiki pages to registered users only in order
to avoid vandalism.
3 What can be done with the extension?
The new tag <R> allows R programs to be embedded into a Mediawiki page.
It is used to display raw output, table and graphics. The additional <Rform>
tag allows for limited interactivity and basically masks the HTML <form>
tag.
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Figure 2: Interactive form for a graphics with the probability function of
the Binomial distribution function computed by R in the WebPresentation
wiki.
3.1 <R> tag
The opening <R> and the closing </R> tag embed an R program. Figure 1
shows how a simple R program is embedded in a Mediawiki page as well
as the output of the program. The most important attributes from a users
perspective are:
display determines which output of an R program is shown.
echo if set the R program is displayed before the program output.
iframe the program output is displayed in an iframe rather then a directly
embedded.
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Figure 3: HTML table of the Binomial distribution function computed by
R in the WebPresentation wiki.
workspace loads and saves a specific workspace at the program start and
end.
The attribute display can take one of three values text (default), html
or display. The first value should be used for the raw output from the R
program, like in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows HTML output (display="html")
generated via the outHTML function. The outHTML function was developed
to display nice tables generated from matrices. Finally Figure 4 shows an
example of graphic output generated via the pdf output device of R.
For more detailled examples see in our WebPresentation wiki the presentation
Use of wikis in teaching - R plugin for Mediawiki.
3.2 <Rform> tag
In StatWiki, (see below) we first made different tables for the distribution
function for the Binomial distribution (p=0.05, 0.1, 0.15, ....), using several
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Figure 4: Graphical output from a R program in the WebPresentation wiki.
500 replications are done which show the effect of the “hot deck” imputation
method on several parameters on a simulated data set.
R programs. Of course, we wanted to have an opportunity to provide pa-
rameters to the program interactively, in order to have just one table. The
additional tag <Rform> allows to set parameters for a R program. The at-
tributes name and iframe have also to be provided in the <R> tag. In Figure 2
the probability function of the Binomial distribution is shown for the differ-
ent values of n and p. The parameters are entered in the R program as text
values.
3.3 Mapping a user program to R
R program header and footer routines are added for the user. The header,
depending on the options set in the <R> tag, consists of loading a workspace,
sourcing StatWiki.r which, for example, contains the definition of outHTML,
setting some variables (e.g. rpdf, rhtml, ...) and finally setting variables
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# header
rfiles<-"/srv/.../Rfiles"
rpdf <- "/srv/.../Rfiles/76...c7.pdf"
n<-"50" # these two lines appear only
prob<-"0.3" # if parameters are submitted
# user program
if (exists("prob"))
prob <- as.numeric(prob) else prob <- 0.2
if (exists("n"))
n <- as.numeric(n) else n <- 10
x <- seq(0, n, 1)
p <- dbinom(x, n, prob)
main <- "some headline ..."
pdf(rpdf)
plot(x,p, type="h", main=main)
# footer
q()
Figure 5: The R program which generates Figure 2 if the value 50 for n and
0.3 for prob are entered in the form and submitted.
from the <Rform> tag. The footer, also depending on the options set in the
<R> tag, consists of saving the workspace and calling the q() routine; see the
program in Figure 5.
Note that the extension is intended to embed short R programs. The stan-
dard initialisation file of PHP limits the execution time of an embedded PHP
script to 30 seconds.
4 Problems
The use of the extension poses some standard problems with web-based ap-
plications.
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4.1 Parallel access
In a web-based environment we have to cope with parallel access to the web
pages. Everyone can edit a wiki page and therefore modify, submit and
execute the embedded R program with saving the wiki page.
If a wiki page is edited by two different users then Mediawiki informs the
user which saves last, that a modified version of the page has been saved
before. The user has to decide if he wants to overwrite the modified page or
not. However, to diminish the last-one-wins problem in Mediawiki wiki users
can edit only a part of a page rather than the whole page.
A similar problem appears if two readers run the same interactive example.
Assume, user 1 hits the Submit button and little bit later user 2, both using
different parameters. If user 2 has a faster connection to the web server such
that his program is executed at the web server first then it may happen that
user 2 just sees the output of user 1.
The aim of the extension is to provide graphics and tables and use interaction
where it helps to reduce the number of graphics and tables.
4.2 Security issues
Whenever you allow external users to send and execute programs on your
web server it creates a potential security leak. Therefore the R extension has
three different security levels:
0 The PHP extension and the R programs run under the same user as
the web server and therefore the R program could read and overwrite
the PHP scripts which are required to run Mediawiki.
1 (default security level). The R extension forbids the use of a set of R
commands, based on the list of the R-php (Mineo and Pontillo, 2006)
project. The one exception being pdf which is necessary to generate
graphics.
2 The R extension runs the R programs under a separate user which will
have no access to the PHP scripts which are required to run Mediawiki.
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Please note: Anyone who installs the R extension should be aware that it is
a potential security leak!
5 Applications
Our own installations and a some wikis which use our extension can be found
on the internet; see the web links at the last section Example wikis.
WebPresentation - combines the idea of using slides (see the slide exten-
sion by Tels) with the R code for teaching and conference presentations;
we used it for our presentation at the useR! 2006 conference in Vienna,
Austria (see Integration of R into wikis).
StatWiki - is our dictionary wiki of statistical terms (in German). We use
the extension within this to generate tables and graphics.
TeachWiki - is our wiki for final theses from statistics students (in German).
The extension is used to generate graphics. This encourages students
to use modern technology and allows us to transfer noteworthy theses
to wikibooks on statistics.
StatClass - is a wiki by M. Cozowic for statistics exercises at university (in
German). R is used to make computations etc.
WikiTraba - is a wiki about free software (in Spanish), which lists the
extension under Introducir programas de R and shows results from it.
From our mailing list (r-sig-mediawiki) we have been able to find out that
some intranet wikis have installed the extension:
• T.E. Cason combines the revision control and real-time publishing in
a wiki with the computational possibilities of R in his work to report
and to produce data snapshot analysis in clinical trials.
• The same potential as above is used by A. Brown in a different context
(the tracking of bugs, regression testing and automated performance
testing).
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In both cases they moved from a situation (LATEX+R+Sweave/Excel+Perl)
where only one user had the data and access to the analysis procedure and
results, to a wiki where everybody in the company had access to it.
5.1 Similar approaches for R
Since the main aim of the extension is to provide pictures, tables and occa-
sionally R output to support text written in the Mediawiki the most similar
is Sweave by Leisch (2002) and odfWeave by Kuhn and Weaston (2007). In
both cases reports can be generated for HTML and LATEX by Sweave and for
OpenOffice by odfWeave.
There are two differences between Sweave and our extension:
• Sweave extracts the R code chunks from the Sweave file and inserts
the result of the R code chunks into a new LATEX file. The Mediawiki
extension mechanism already provides us with the R code chunks which
then only need to be evaluated.
• The extension allows for simple interaction whereas the nature of LATEX
does not require this from Sweave.
On one hand we have programs like Sweave which runs inside R, on the other
hand we have packages like R-php (Mineo and Pontillo 2006) which embed
R programs, like our extension, into PHP which itself is embbeded in HTML
pages. In same manner as R-php we evaluate the R code chunks with the
batch version of R. Although the Mediawiki is written itself in PHP, we do
have not PHP as a basis but instead a text which follows the wiki syntax
with embedded R programs.
Thus we place our extension somewhere between Sweave and R-php.
6 Improvements
Several improvements, modifications or extensions has been asked by users
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Sweave functionality
At present the R extension only allows for the R program to be dis-
played at the start, however it would be more desirable if, as in Sweave,
we could also display sequences of R input, R output, R input, R out-
put, ...
Offline version
Wikis always require open internet connections and cannot be used by
offline computers. We could provide either a WAMPP package or a
virtual PC with all the required tools and some example wikis.
Extension to other wikis
Moving as much code as possible into R would open the possibility
of extending the extension to other PHP based wikis. This would be
particularly interesting for the DokuWiki, the basis of the R Wiki.
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